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          Outdoor Furniture
        

        
            
  
    
      Our Top Brands
      	Berlin Gardens
	Jensen Outdoor
	Telescope Casual
	Patio Renaissance
	Gensun Casual
	Tropitone
	Homecrest
	Meadowcraft
	Woodard


    

    
    
      
        Expand Your Livable Space!

        
        Outdoor spaces are more important today than ever before. People crave fresh air and warm sunshine, and we love how time outside leaves us both relaxed and invigorated.
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        Berlin Gardens

        Beautifully designed, solidly built, and amazingly durable, this furniture is made for relaxation and rejuvenation.

         20 Year Warranty
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        Jensen Outdoor

        The cornerstone of Jensen Outdoor is Ipe hardwood, a timber prized for its beauty and long-lasting durability in any environment.

         Heirloom Quality
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        Castelle

        Designers, mold makers, and hand finishing artists are all a part of the labor of love that defines Castelle outdoor furniture.

         15 Year Warranty
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        Telescope Casual

        By adding inviting patio furniture, you can turn your poolside or backyard area into a comfortable lounging oasis for all your guests.

         15 Year Warranty
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        Patio Renaissance

        With the rich colors and warm textures, all-weather wicker furniture from Patio Renaissance offers the ultimate in outdoor luxury.

         15 Year Warranty
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        Gensun Casual

        Perfect for any space, Gensun furniture brings together unparalleled comfort with timeless design elements for a welcoming effect.

         15 Year Warranty
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        Homecrest

        With timeless furniture from Homecrest, it’s easy to create an outdoor haven that is comfortable and inviting.

         15 Year Warranty
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        Meadowcraft

        Meadowcraft is a leading USA MADE manufacturer of quality wrought iron furniture.Hip enough for your Saturday night party with friends, traditional enough for a Sunday brunch with family.

         20 Year Warranty
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        Tropitone

        Tropitone offers residential and commercial outdoor furniture specifically designed for poolside, garden, patio, deck, balcony, or sunroom environments.

         15 Year Warranty
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        Woodard

        Whether it's the best seat by the pool, the outdoor bar, or simply your cozy patio, Woodard's impeccable style is built for memorable patio moments.

         15 Year Warranty
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          Big Green Egg
        

        
            
  
    
      
      Big Green Eggs
      Accessories
      Nests & EGG Mates
      Charcoal & Firestarters
      Tables & Islands
      Insider's Club
      Latest Additions
      Parts & Components
    


    

    
      
        A Size for Every Lifestyle.

        Shop EGG Sizes and find the perfect size to fit your needs or Shop EGG Packages that offer everything you need for the ultimate cooking experience.

        	  Shop EGG Sizes
	  Shop EGG Packages
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        	  ConvEGGtors & Baking Stones
	  EGGspander Kits
	  Cooking Surfaces
	  Specialty Cookware
	  Grilling Tools
	  Pizza Accessories
	  Covers
	  EGG Tools & Temperature Control
	  Seasonings, Sauces, & Cookbooks
	  Smoking Woods
	  EGGhead Apparel & Gear
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        	  Standard EGG Nests & Carriers
	  Acacia Wood EGG Mates
	  intEGGrated Nest+Handlers
	  Modular Nest System
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        More than just fuel...
this is flavor.

        Our (not so) secret ingredient is produced from top-quality cuts of wood for premium performance that lights in seconds and burns for hours.

        	  Shop Charcoal & Firestarters
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        	  Hardwood EGG Tables
	  Modern Farmhouse Tables
	  Modular Nest System
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        	  Join the Tribe
	  Learn to Cook on the EGG
	  Big Green Egg Video Library
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        Latest EGG-cessories

        Deep down inside you know there's nothing like the authentic BGE stuff... Check out the latest and greatest toys for your Big Green Egg only available at Outdoor Home.
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        Parts & Components

        To keep your grilling, roasting, smoking, and baking experience the best it can be, we stand behind the Big Green Egg's Lifetime Warranty with a complete selection of replacement parts, components, and upgrades.
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          Grills & Smokers
        

        
            
  
    
    
      Pellet Grills
      Kamado Grills
      Gas Grills
      Built-In Grill Heads
      Charcoal Grills
      Griddles
      
      Electric Grills
	  Portable Grills
	  Shop by Brand
    

    
    
      
        	  Yoder Smokers
	  Louisiana Grills
	
        	Our pellet grills are NOT the typical barbecue pit you buy down at the local hardware store. These pits are designed for use at the biggest BBQ competitions, and in your own backyard where the competition can be just as stiff.
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              Big Green Egg
          
	
        	Elevate every cooking experience in your own backyard — from pizzas to pies, steaks to salmon, a Big Green Egg is the versatile and dynamic cooking instrument your menu is craving.
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        	  Alfresco Gas Grills
	  Napoleon Gas Grills
	  Weber Gas Grills
	  Blaze Gas Grills
	
        	Whether the kids want burgers or the guys are craving steaks and wings, your gas grill is always ready with a push of a button.
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        	  Weber Charcoal Grills
	  Big Green Egg
	
        	Immerse yourself in authentic grilling ambiance with the familiar crackling sound and nostalgic smell of smoke-kissed charcoal grilling.
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              The Ultimate Griddle
          
	
        	The Ultimate Griddle is qualified to be the centerpiece of your backyard cooking arrangement, while offering the flexibility to hit the road and handle your cooking needs wherever you go.
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              Built-In Grill Heads
          
	
        	Capable of churning out delicious food while attracting the awe of guests, a Built-In grill head will bring style (and delicious food) to your outdoor kitchen space.
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        	  Electric Grills
	
            Invite friends for a rooftop barbecue or let loose after a busy day in the office. Plug in your electric grill, gather the ingredients, and grill-out no matter where you find yourself.
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        	  Portable Grills
	
            Whether you're tailgating, planning a picnic, sitting by the lake or camping in the woods, a convenient, portable grill gaurantees that the food will be amazing wherever you are.
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          Pizza Ovens
        

        
            
  
  
    
    
    
      
        Crafting the Perfect Slice

        Elevate your pizza game with the Alfa Moderno Pizza Oven, a culinary masterpiece that delivers authentic Neapolitan-style pizzas in the comfort of your home. Crafted with Italian expertise, these ovens cook pizzas in a mere 90 seconds, ensuring a crispy crust and bubbling cheese.

        Shop Alfa Moderno Pizze
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          BBQ Accessories
        

        
            
  
      	ACCESSORIES BY GRILL BRAND
	 Big Green Egg Accessories
	 Blaze Accessories
	 Louisiana Grills Accessories
	 Napoleon Accessories
	 Pit Boss Accessories
	 Weber Accessories
	 Yoder Smokers Accessories
	

	 Latest Additions
	BBQ Tools & Utensils
	Grilling Tools & Tool Sets
	Grilling Cookware
	Pizza Accessories
	Racks & Roasters
	Rotisseries & Skewers
	Wok Cooking
	Smoker Tubes
	Knives & Cutting Boards
	Pink Butcher Paper
	Smoking Woods
	Wood Chips
	Wood Chunks
	Wood Pellets
	Wood Planks
	Log Bundles
	Fuel & Fire Starters
	Lump Charcoal
	Wood Pellets
	Fire Starters
	Thermometers
	Digital Thermometers
	Analog Thermometers
	Control Boards & Automation
	Meat Grinders & Slicers
	BBQ Prep Tubs
	Grill Mats
	Gloves & Apparel
	Sauces & Marinades
	Rubs & Seasonings
	Fats & Tallows
	Grill Covers
	Grill Cleaning Supplies
	

	ACCESSORIES BY GRILL TYPE
	 Pellet Grill Accessories
	 Kamado Grill Accessories
	 Gas Grill Accessories
	 Charcoal Grill Accessories
	 Griddle Accessories


  




        

      
	
        
          Outdoor Living
        

        
            
  
    

      Luxury Hammocks
      Outdoor Kitchens
      Electric Fireplaces
      Patio Heaters
      Patio Accessories
    

      

    
      
        Luxury Hammocks

        Whether it's strung between a couple of trees in the backyard or used with a stand on your patio, a hammock provides a degree of relaxation you just can't get with anything else.

        Pillow-top, tufted, quilted, or rope; these luxury outdoor hammocks are designed with exceptional relaxation as a top priority.
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        Patio Heaters

        Hoping to keep patio parties going late into the night? Patio heaters are going to be your best friend.

        These handy heaters help you get year-round use of your backyard, and make those special moments more comfortable on chilly evenings or cool fall days.
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        Patio Accessories

          	  Furniture Covers
	  Tabletop Fire Features
	  Umbrella Lights
	  Outdoor Pillows
	  Outdoor Accent Signs
	  Outdoor Rugs
	  Outdoor Furniture Cleaners
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        Outdoor Kitchens

        Ahhh, an outdoor kitchen. When the weather gets warm and the dinners move outside, you'll think how great it would be to have a swanky outdoor dining setup.

        It's time to transform your patio into a unique outdoor kitchen space you can enjoy in the warmth of the sun or under the twinkling stars.
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        Electric Fireplaces

        When you're looking to add that special cozy touch to your home but don't want to haul wood or run a new gas line... think electric!

        While traditional fireplaces can be laborious and expensive to maintain, modern electric fireplaces are a popular alternative.
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              Umbrellas & Cantilevers
            
    
            
                
  
    
      Patio Umbrellas
      Outdoor Cantilevers
      Quick-Ship Umbrellas
    

    
    
    
      
        Patio Umbrellas

        Without the shade of an outdoor umbrella, your deck or patio can quickly turn from relaxing to sweltering.

        Our patio umbrellas are built for residential or commercial use and offer performance and style you can rely on for many years to come.

         4 Year Warranty on Fabric

         1-2 Year Warranty on Structure
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        Outdoor Cantilevers

        For an outdoor area that lacks natural shade, an adjustable, freestanding outdoor umbrella provides sun protection exactly where you need it most.

        With an adjustable cantilever, you can follow and block the arc of the sun throughout the day and reposition the shade to fit with various furniture arrangements.
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        Quick-Ship Umbrellas

        Our Treasure Garden Quickship Program is available year-round and ships within 5-10 business days* within the continental US.

        Now you can get the shade you need and skip the long lead times.
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              Fire Pits & Fire Tables
            
    
            
                
  
    
      Iron Embers
      Breeo Fire Pits
      Jatex Cauldrons
      Prism Hardscapes
      Lovinflame
      Napoleon Fire Pits
      Outdoor Greatroom
      Fire Pit Accessories
      
    

    
    
    
      
        Iron Embers

        A Fire Pit That's Built To Last.

        Now is the time to throw out that rickety-rusty flame bucket in your backyard and make room for a fire pit that brings new life to every blissful evening outdoors.

         10 Year Warranty

         1/4" Plate Steel

         Made in Canada
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        Breeo Smokeless Fire Pits

        It’s time to enjoy the warmth and aroma of real, wood-burning fire unhindered by smoke.

         Lifetime Warranty
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        Jatex Copper Cauldrons

        The traditional and oversize design of the Jatex fire pit cauldrons make them a perfect match for the great American outdoors.

        Featuring a muscular, rugged base and 100% copper bowl, these wood burning fire pits will impress with their power to radiate intense heat even on the coolest evenings.
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        Prism Hardscapes

        These firepits are hand-crafted using their custom patina finishing process, guaranteeing a one-of-a-kind creation with subtle variation.

        Their fire features come in a variety of shapes, colors, and sizes to fit into any residential or commercial space.
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        Lovinflame

        Putting all traditional candles in its wake, the revolutionary fire features from Lovinflame will transform the ambiance and style of any setting.

         Non-Toxic Fuel

         Clean-Burning Wicks

         Vibrant, Dancing Flames
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        Napoleon Fire Pits

        Enjoy the luxury and warmth of a fire pit with the ease and security of using natural gas or propane with Napoleon fire pits and fire tables.
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        Outdoor Greatroom

        Let Outdoor Home help to define your outdoor experience with a leading manufacturer, Outdoor Greatroom, that provides innovative technology and safe yet stylish products with a reliable and friendly feel.
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        Fire Pit Accessories

        A fire pit can be more than just a pile of burning logs with a few enhancements that let you enjoy and protect your investment. Shop our favorite must-have accessories, designed to turn your fire pit into a party paradise!
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        Join Our Insider's Club

        Receive exclusive notifications about Promotions, Sales, Recipes and Events before anyone else!
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